Own Goal: Lessons for the West
Midlands in the Globalisation of
Football Finance
Since the founding of the first official football club in 1857, professional football has
grown into a national obsession; teams are regarded as social and cultural
institutions by their supporters, embodying a locality’s passion and identity. Today,
the English Premier League is one of the world’s wealthiest and most successful
sports leagues, with lucrative broadcast and sponsorship deals permitting
exponential growth of its top clubs over the past 17 years.
However, as the viability of these vast finances begins to crumble, ‘the people’s
game’ has been exposed as an unsustainable, global industry. Larger teams are
becoming increasingly disconnected from their localities, as fans become alienated
by burgeoning debt and foreign ownership. This is whilst smaller teams struggle to
compete, forced to plunge into debt to retain a viable squad and support base. What
are the options in addressing these issues? Can control successfully remain with
supporters and communities? … Or has the final whistle already been blown?

The score at half time… Where does football currently stand?
“Football is a funny old game, or so the saying goes. But as a business, it is also
more than a little eccentric”1
Over 100 years ago football clubs first became limited companies, generating the funding to permit
owners to construct stadiums and purchase professional players. Under such a system directors
and shareholders were restricted from making a profit, acting as voluntary custodians of their club.
However, as the relentless march of globalisation has promoted the profitoriented, American model of sport2, football has increasingly become the
highly lucrative and exposed business confronting us today. In the 1980s
clubs were first floated on the stock market, making massive personal
profits for their owners whilst diverging from the history of the game and
breaking from meaningful FA regulation3. Between 2005 and 2006 the
total income of the ‘Big 5’ European football leagues stood at £12.6
billion, of which the English Premier League was the largest single
contributor generating £2.8billion4.
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Despite the economic downturn of recent years football revenues
have on the whole remained unaffected, with demand for TV
contracts and supporter spending continuing to grow5. Trends
indicate this demand is largely inflexible, in that to an extent ticket
prices can be increased and supporters will still attend. This reflects
the strength of traditional fan culture, in which people adopt
unwavering, life support for their chosen team6, as well as the
potential of football to provide a successful business model based
upon its solid, reliable means of income.
As this demand continues to grow, teams have increasingly expanded into international brands,
inclusive of a global fan base as the Internet and international broadcasting have made matches
accessible to those beyond national boundaries. This has created a new demographic of fans,
who, whilst not attending matches, express great loyalty and will often still contribute to the clubs
finances through site subscription and purchasing merchandise. This makes the de-localisation of
support significantly more complex, with what was previously a by product of television coverage
now accounting for a massive global revenue stream7. For example the Manchester United
Internet homepage now has language options in Arabic, Chinese, Japanese and Korean8,
reflecting its global ties.
The composition of a club’s players and management are now also likely to be inclusive of a wide
variety of different nationalities, with the long established migration of football players attracting
further interest from an international audience9. Sunderland scarves now feature both the side’s
red and white strip and the colours of the Irish flag, in support of their Irish ownership10, whilst LA
Galaxy recently received huge interest after signing England’s David Beckham. Charlton recently
formed a three-year partnership with Chinese Team Shandong Luneng after purchasing Zheng
Zhi, sparking major interest in the club from Chinese supporters11.
In 1999, Chelsea became the first club in the history of the English Premiership to start a game
without a single English player on the field12 and in 2009 half of the Premier league clubs became
foreign owned13. These factors are characteristic of the theory of ‘glocalisation’, which highlights
the interdependence of the global and local interactions that now dominate English football, in a
sense making teams ‘glocal’ transnational corporations14.
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Can this play be sustained until the final whistle…?
“Football is the only ‘business’ where you can be a crook, everyone knows you’re a
crook, and you can carry on working.”15
So what is wrong with this global model of football? Despite a huge increase in revenue over the
last 18 years, through television and sponsorship deals, the football industry remains financially
unstable. Teams continue to purchase unrealistically expensive players, gambling upon promotion
to the next league or competing upon the European stage. This means that whilst income grew by
11% across European clubs between 2006 and 2007, there was a loss of at least 7% as wage
expenditure increased by 18%16.
This risky behaviour is encouraged by the limited liability rules applicable to limited companies,
wherein owners can borrow increasing amounts of money without being responsible for a club’s
debt17. Owners are also able to borrow money against the club in order to facilitate its purchase,
plunging the club into debt, as has happened at Manchester United when purchased by the
Glazers. By being operated within such financial structures, clubs are unable to survive through
internally generated funds, either relying upon recruiting an outside investor to fund losses,
shedding assets by selling players or, ultimately, by entering the process of administration.18

By the end of the 2006-2007 season, the Premiership
owed a combined debt of £2.5billion19. In 2009 this
had grown to £3.5billion1, more debt than the rest of
the continent's leagues put together20.
The subsequent instability this causes the largest of the English clubs has recently become grossly
apparent, with many now made financially viable only by rich and distant billionaires that do not
foster any real connection to the football club or its fans. This causes issues of disempowerment
amongst supporters; any control previously exerted over the club is removed and inexorable
loyalties are seemingly disregarded, resulting in protest and resentment. This is exacerbated in
that the revenue stream now accorded to match day attendance accounts for under a third of
overall income, further undermining the control exerted by supporters via their financial stake,
despite it being representative of the loyal custom that makes a team great21.
Supporters are also becoming disillusioned by the rocketing price of match attendance, as fans
share in the burden of keeping heavily indebted clubs afloat. Season tickets for the ‘Big 4’ clubs
(Manchester United, Arsenal, Chelsea and Liverpool) now start from over £500 with prices soaring
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into the thousands22, sparking stories that people in London find it cheaper to follow Dutch clubs
than London ones. The recent recession further affected supporter’s financial ability to support
Premiership sides23, with attendances reducing as ticket inflation rose sharply in relation to the cost
of living. This was most noticeable in more deprived areas of the country, with attendance rates at
Wigan down by 3000 from the 2007-2008 season24.
Former Prime Minister Gordon Brown recently voiced his concerns surrounding these issues,
stating: ‘The management of clubs must look seriously at their responsibilities to their supporters’25,
accompanied by a pledge to transfer 25% ownership to supporters via Supporters’ Trusts
(discussed in section 3)26. Football is now firmly on the political agenda as a vote winner, with both
the conservative and liberal democrat ministers of sport acknowledging that the FA requires a
radical overhaul to better represent fans27.Despite this it is generally felt that ‘sport should run
sport’ and not the government28.
Whilst some larger clubs are now experiencing financial difficulties, their
success to date means that many lower flight clubs have also been left in
financial hardship. It is the most successful clubs that continue to capitalise
upon Champions League revenue, are featured in televised matches and
are able to afford world-class players, leaving smaller teams out-competed29.
The formation of the Premier League sanctioned these inequalities, as
broadcasting profits became split between the top 20 teams and excluded
the remainder of the other 92 English league sides30.
Promotion to the Premiership is now thought to be worth £90million, causing a desperate flurry of
overspending amongst Championship sides, much like top Premiership teams competing for a
Champions League position. Parachute payments are presently used to cushion the financial blow
of teams being relegated from the Premiership to the Championship, helping to ease financial
adversity as revenue streams are drastically cut31. However this system serves to further distort
competition within the Championship, obliging teams without the benefit of these payments to
spend even more if they also wish to compete for promotion.
As the financial gulf between teams continues to expand, smaller, localised teams will increasingly
become less competitive, attracting lower revenue and a dwindling support base, eventually
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leading to their bankruptcy32. Stockport County are one such example of a club on the brink of
extinction, desperately seeking a buyer to take them out of administration so they are able to
compete next season33. Such examples demonstrate that both top flight and lower ranking teams
are suffering in the hands of globalized finances, with the gross imbalance of wealth having equally
disastrous effects.

Case studies…
The ongoing plight of Manchester United embodies the present predicament faced by many top
Premiership teams…

Devils in
the red

At the start of 2010 the Glazer
family had indebted Manchester
United with debts of
£700million, incurring
£45million in annual interest,
leading to major and ongoing
fan demonstrations. The
Manchester United Support
Trust (MUST) coordinates this
opposition against Malcolm
Glazer and his family.

The Football Club United of
Manchester was formed in 2005
and plays in the Northern
Premier League Premier
Division, the 7th tier of league
football. The club represents and
supports communities in Bury,
and is regarded as a home
grown team that supporters can
afford to watch and feel a part of.

Ownership of the club is
presently being challenged by
the Red Knights, a group of
wealthy businessmen and
financiers led by Goldman
Sachs chief economist, who
imminently plan to formalise a
takeover bid supported by
MUST34.

MUST and their advocates now
wear green and gold scarves in
reference to the original colours
worn by Newton Heath, a small,
community club established in
1878 that in 1902 became
known as Manchester United.

Much as with Manchester United fans forming United of Manchester, Wimbledon fans formed AFC
Wimbledon FC after owner Pete Winkleman chose to relocate the team to Milton Keynes,
renaming them MK Dons. This decision was hugely unpopular amongst the South London support
base have no connection to Milton Keynes, with ‘Dons’ remaining the only reference to Wimbledon
FC. AFC Wimbledon have worked their way up through the leagues and are now only two below
MK Dons and have huge community support behind them35.
Liverpool FC provides another example of top-flight financial struggle, after being heavily indebted
by American owners Tom Hicks and George Gilett. The club is expected to be sold for between
$600-800 million, causing Hicks to comment: ‘Liverpool will be the most profitable investment I
have ever made’. Despite this Hicks and Gilett broke promises to fans to build a new stadium and
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will leave the club in £500million in debt36, grossly illustrating that the club has been regarded as a
mere business investment rather than an investment into a vastly important social and cultural
institution. The formation of AFC Liverpool, a team that fans can afford to support, demonstrates
the backlash against such disregard, illustrating that all fans want is a club in which they can invest
their loyalty37.
The massive financial implosion suffered by Leeds United provides poignant example of what
such financial mismanagement can lead to. Previously a top 5 Premiership side they were
relegated to Division 1 in financial ruin, after over zealous spending in anticipation of a Champions
League place forced them to sell all major players, their stadium and training ground before
entering administration38. Such a case makes the vulnerability of Manchester United and Liverpool
extremely real.
Portsmouth FC is presently facing a similar fate, as they lacked the
assets and large support base to sustain debt accumulated by paying
damagingly expensive transfer fees and player salaries. Their initial
struggle sparked an influx of foreign interest, resulting in five different
owners being contracted in one season, one of which was an Arabian
businessman who was never seen at the ground. Each new owner
promised reform but then transpired to have no funds to invest or any
knowledge on how to run a football club. Portsmouth have now spiralled
into debts of £138m, entered the administration process, been docked
nine points and relegated to the Championship. (Picture ref39).
Portsmouth has also been taken to court by the Inland Revenue. This is due to insolvency rules
effecting football clubs being different in comparison to other companies, in that player salaries and
debts to other clubs have the first call on outstanding debts. This difference exists because of
clubs’ role in the historic ‘wellbeing of their communities’, but given the real state of football
economics, this wellbeing relationship is increasingly tenuous.
Faced with the very public administrative disaster of Portsmouth the Premier League have spoken
out to defend their position, highlighting that Portsmouth were responsible for their own situation
and that they do provide support for such clubs by redistributing international television revenue
across all premiership sides, unlike other top European leagues40. They are also a major
contributor to the Football Foundation, the UK’s largest sport charity funded by the Premier
League, the Football Association and the Government, which directs £40m every year into
grassroots sport41.
Nott’s County provide an example of a smaller club from within the Midlands that has also been
crippled by global financing. During the 2009/2010 season they were bought by a company called
Munto Finance who promised to invest massive amounts of money into the club. However this
soon proved to be a mirage, with the impression maintained that Munto were just about to make
large investments into the club whilst they were actually stripping the club’s present assets. Both
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the fans and management were left angry and deceived after Munto withdrew, leaving the club in
massive financial debt42.
There are many other examples from all levels of British football that further consolidate the
huge financial strain now faced by clubs as they continually strive to retain their
competitiveness. The case studies above reflect that as a result of this pressure clubs are
losing their affiliation with fans and their localised roots, becoming burdened with debt and
redistributing wealth from intensely loyal supporters to already extremely wealthy owners
and players that feel little loyalty or duty to the fans. This model has proven to be
unsustainable and has distorted what makes the game truly great- the dedication and
passion of the supporters.

Turning the game around… can football return to its local
roots?
"Owners, managers and players come and go but it's the loyal fans that remain…
those in charge of football and its clubs should look at ways of ensuring the voice
of the supporter is listened to and has a greater say in the running of their club."43
Despite the lack of profitability of UK clubs (as discussed above) most continue to operate as
private limited companies, as they were constituted over 100 years ago. In functioning as such, it is
the financial stakeholders that determine the way in which the club is run, failing to represent the
social and cultural capital invested in the club by its supporters. Wealth, rather passion or loyalty,
qualify ownership.44. British takeover law is detrimental to those supporters who are stakeholders
in their club, even if large in number. The law states that once a buyer has purchased 90% of
shares in a company, the remaining 10% are compulsorily relinquished to that same investor. This
leaves fans without a legal stake in retaining ownership over their own club45 disregarding the
small influence they were able to exert.
Supporters’ Direct (discussed further below) are a group that
encourages the formation of Supporters’ Trusts. Trusts are
recognised as Industrial and Provident Societies, meaning that
they have officially been designated by the Financial Services
Authority as a cooperative or of benefit to the local community46.
In this way fans are able to gain back a larger degree of power
and influence over their club, whilst procuring equitable
community benefits. Trusts also unite those fans who are
stakeholders as one entity, meaning that if this stake is
representative of more than 10% they are protected from the
takeover law discussed above.
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This raises the question: if football clubs are untypical of regular business, in that they do not
generate profit and are steeped in social and cultural obligations, then would it not be more
appropriate to structure them to reflect these circumstances? By embracing a not-for-profit
approach, football clubs could become locally owned organisations controlled by their supporters,
procuring community benefits, encouraging local talent and ensuring that all followers can afford to
support the team they love47.
The way in which the German Bundesliga is run is reflective of such a model. The Bundesliga is
the healthiest domestic league in Europe48 and recently overtook the Premier League as the most
profitable. The Bundesliga boasts the lowest ticket prices of the 5 major European leagues (at
around £13 including match day rail travel) and has surpassed attendance rates of the Premier
League for the past five seasons49.
Under existing rules no ‘outside’ investor can own more than 49% of a
German club's shares and at least 51%, a controlling vote, must remain with
club members. This allows the club to run in a way that most benefits the
fans; keeping prices as low as possible. Whilst this causes match day
revenue to be much lower than that of the Premier League, the percentage of
profit spent on players is also at the lowest in Europe (at 50% compared to
62% in England). Just 7 of the league’s 18 teams are presently in debt
(compared to 19 of the 20 in the Premier League) due to strict regulatory
framework concerning debt levels50.
Money is then reinvested into training academies to encourage homegrown talent; Germany are
now European champions at under-17, under-19, and under-21 levels. Young talent keeps the
league refreshed and interesting, whilst the lack of massive outside investment means that teams
are more likely to be equally competitive, making the league less predictable than that in the UK
and Ireland51. Bayern Munich recently reached the Champions League final, indicating that a
trade-off is not necessarily required between retaining a supporter based, locally invested focus
and achieving international success.
One of the richest and best-known clubs in the world, Barcelona, has also embraced a community
focused model (see below). Barcelona’s success may be assisted by its role within the very strong
Catalan regional identity, but even so demonstrates that individual clubs in British leagues have the
potential to restructure their ownership and return power to their support base without
compromising their success.
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Barcelona FC has a unique ownership structure, run by over
100,000 ‘socios’, or members, which each buy a share in the
club for around $100. In return members are able to vote
every 5 years on the club’s president, voice their opinion on
the direction of the club and receive a cheap season ticket for
all home games at just $200.

Barcel-owners
The club does not have a
sponsor on its strip, instead
sporting the Unicef logo. In 2006
Barcelona entered into a five-year
partnership with Unicef, during
which time it will contribute 0.7%
or over 1million Euros a year to
the charity in order to support the
UN Millennium Development
Goals53.

This is possible only because the club is not run to make a
profit in the way that nearly all other professional sports
teams are: ‘The idea of the club is to satisfy its socios at
the lowest possible cost to them, nothing more’52.
Whilst this causes revenues to be lower, the club has no
marketing department to support and the work done by
many officers and even the club’s president is a volunteer,
just as you'd do for a local political party. In selling football
strips, merchandise, running a restaurant and charging $10
per person to enter the club’s museum, Barca are able to
generate substantive funds, working with the financial
structuring detailed above to enable them to purchase some of
the worlds best players and maintain a 96,000 seat stadium.

Football’s coming home…
The capability of British clubs to adopt a different approach to football finance is already reflected
in many examples throughout the UK and Ireland. In some cases increased supporter
involvement and influence this has been exerted through Supporters’ Trusts, whereas in others
direct supporter rescue and takeover has occurred following administrative procedures,
permitting clubs to be reborn.
Supporter involvement
In some cases supporter involvement is not a new idea. Sligo Rovers has operated as a
cooperative since 1928 and now has excellent match attendances and one of the best under-age
structures in Ireland54. Bohemian FC has pioneered a membership-based model since its
foundation in 1890, with membership costing 365euros a year to be part of one of Ireland’s most
successful clubs55.
Supporters’ Direct has been instrumental in assisting more recent cases of fan uprisings and
ownership transition. Supporters Direct are a supporting body set up by the government in 1999 to
form and work with Supporters’ Trusts, assisting them in representing the interests of supporters
in the running of their club. Their role is to secure a greater level of accountability within the game
and deliver democratic representation within a clubs and its governing structures, leading to the
creation of sustainable links with the local community. Supporters’ Direct now works with many
Supporters’ Trusts, from Aston Villa to the Bedford Eagles, encouraging the formation of an
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influential fan base that aims to work with their club to benefit the community56. The aim is for the
Supporters’ Trust to eventually become the club's largest shareholder
Enfield and Brentford are both now owned by supporters’ trusts after management began to
misrepresent the greater interests of each club. In the case of Enfield this was done with support
from the Chairman, whereas Brentford Supporters’ Trust took their chief executive to court over
suspected fraud. In both cases supporters’ trusts provided fans with a platform on which to
exercise their rights and each Trust is now running things to great effect.
Other clubs have followed suit. Chesterfield FC has adopted mutual status through community
consortia, whereas AFC Bournemouth has a fans’ trust which costs £20 to join, giving members a
vote on ownership issues. They also request a £250 contribution to a Loan Fund, which is used to
buy shares in the club.57.
The UK is also home to Ebbsfleet FC, the world’s first ever club owned
by supporters via the Internet. In 2007 MyFootballClub.co.uk
announced it had reached agreement to buy and control the club,
formerly known as Gravesend & Northfleet. Each of its 27,000
members paid £35 to provide a £700,000 takeover pot and all now own
an equal share in the club. Members have control over picking squads,
approving transfers and have access to match highlights and analysis,
permitting them to make such important decisions58.
However this new and unique ownership structure has encountered difficulties. Despite Ebbsfleet
winning the FA Trophy in their first year under new ownership, in March 2010 it was revealed that
only 800 people had renewed their membership, leaving successes short-lived and finances
dwindling. Top players continue to leave the club as the system of membership voting places their
contracts into limbo for too long, causing them to secure their future elsewhere59. This may reflect
that whilst the supporters’ community are entitled to influence over their club, a strong
management system is also required to ensure efficient running, possibly acting as voluntary
custodians as in the past.
Supporter rescue
Spokesman Jeff Banks sums up the emotion surrounding the efforts of Chester City fans to save
their club after being left in financial ruin by director Stephen Vaughn:
"Chester people can easily support Everton or Liverpool, but we support the club as a proud part of
being from Chester, and it has always been a big part of my life. It has been appalling to see the
club fold under the Vaughan family, who owned it for so short a time, and we want to rebuild a
strong community club.60"
These sentiments reflect the tenacity of supporters in resurrecting their chosen club, demonstrating
that traditional loyalties do not die along with finances. The number of teams being saved from
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administration by supporters’ trusts continues to rise, as vulnerabilities caused by unsustainable
financing increasingly cause fans to come to the rescue.
The massive efforts from Exeter City Supporters Trust helped bring the team back from the brink
of extinction, as the ‘Red or Dead’ campaign saw fans pledge £500 each to fund creditor
repayments. The club’s debt was cleared in 2005 and Exeter FC remains under the control of the
supporters trust61. The present administration of Crystal Palace has sparked the formation of
CPFC 201062, a group of wealthy supporters, much like the Red Knights of Manchester United,
whose bid seems to be on track to save the club63. Shamrock Rovers were saved in 2006 by such
a supporters allegiance, known as the 400 club, and have seen great success as a supporter
owned club, being promoted in the same year64.
In some cases where clubs have escaped rescue they have been replaced by supporter run,
grassroots teams, allowing the clubs social and cultural significance to live on. Cork City FORAS
Co-op replaced Cork City FC, who, despite being one of the most successful clubs in Ireland,
entered administration in 2008. The Friends of the Rebel Army Society (FORAS) Ltd is run by
supporters for the community and aims to raise enough money to buy back the rights to be called
Cork City FC65. The same style of rebirth has occurred in Scarborough, whose Supporters’ Trust
formed Scarborough Athletic using the same kit, motto and official logo. The Runcorn Linnets
were also formed in the wake of the demise of Runcorn FC and are entirely supporter-run.

The West Midlands…
There are many examples from within the West Midlands that reflect the trends discussed within
this paper, as well as demonstrating unique cases of good practise and the difficultly of sustaining
both a sound financial and support base.
The regions’ two major premiership sides face increasing debts and dubious ownership by foreign
millionaires. Birmingham City’s elusive chairman Carson Yeung is presently in a court battle over
the payment of a takeover fee, which could result in his ownership being relinquished and the clubs
assets stripped66. Aston Villa have lost their status as only Premiership team avoiding debt after
their sale by Doug Ellis; under Randy Lerner their wage bill has increased by over 124%, equating
to debts of £75million. Despite this being a fraction of the ‘big 4’ Premiership clubs67 Villa also
remain unable to compete amongst these teams, with Lerner’s £180million investment meeting
with a £43million loss last season.
Despite their typified wage debts, Aston Villa does provide a unique case of good practice in their
partnership with the West Midlands-based Acorns Children’s Charity. They have become the
first premiership side, like Barcelona, to forgo sponsorship in place of sporting the Acorns logo on
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their shirts for free68. Through this partnership Villa has been support local Acorns Hospices by
making financial contributions and visiting ill children69. The commitment to Acorns demonstrates
their awareness of social obligation and willingness to "give something back" to the community,
reflecting the emotional ties fostered by their fans70. However it was confirmed last month that the
deal is to end next season71, as financial losses in recent years have reduced the viability of
continuing the free deal72.
West Bromwich Albion show more promise in sustainably managing their finances, however they
remain awkwardly yo-yoing between the Premier League and the Championship largely due to the
Premiership’s use of parachute payments73. By utilising £4.5million in such payments the club’s
current chairman has ensured that West Bromwich carry little debt, have reduced ticket prices, and
do not gamble away newly procured finances when they are promoted74, with the past season
seeing them promoted back to the Premiership. Stoke City has also demonstrated sustainable
financial management, being one of a handful of teams to make a profit during the 2008/2009
season and finishing 11th in the Premier League last season.
Walsall FC can be viewed as an exemplary case of sustainable financial management by other
football league clubs. Walsall provide a highly commendable track record in paying their way,
having very little debt and only purchasing players they can afford within the chairman’s carefully
planned budget. However this sensible attitude has had a massively negative impact upon support;
the club has become viewed as un-ambitious compared to the other West Midlands teams, who
lead the way in signing players and fiercely competing for success and promotion.
Whilst West Bromwich benefit from higher premiership finances and parachute payments, Walsall
does not have access to such funding, making spending within their means a much more frugal
endeavour. As other clubs continue to support the conventional model of spending, Walsall are
becoming unable to compete, further reducing their revenue and support base. Such a case
enforces the dominance of global financing, dictating that viability is now achieved by spending
beyond your means75.
Coventry City FC have now resolved to sustainably manage their finances, also rejecting the big
spending model by returning to its roots as a community club, after watching rival club Crystal
Palace accumulate major debts76. The club is presently building a new fan base amongst local
schools and businesses and recruiting inexpensive, young players with plenty of potential, avoiding
the pressure to spend millions of pounds on players they can’t afford. Whether this will cause the
same disillusionment felt by Walsall supporters is yet to be seen.
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Stafford Rangers and Telford United provide examples from the West Midlands of the plight of
smaller clubs and their survival, both through supporter take over and reformation. Stafford
Rangers were saved by the loyalty of their fans, after their future was put at risk by a £50,000
stadium bill. The club came up with the idea of selling 250 tickets at £200, which would be repaid in
weekly draws. This worked and the club avoided administration, with chairman Jon Downing
stating that he was proud of the fans and that a new era lays ahead for Stafford Rangers77.
Telford United was not so lucky, with the club forced into liquidation despite the formation of a
supporters trust and raising over £50000 in just a few months. In response AFC Telford United
were created, owned by the Telford United Supporters Trust, and a new squad was assembled.
AFC Telford recently won promotion to the Blue Square North League78.
The West Midlands also boasts a well-developed, regional league with 3 different divisions, coming
in the top 50 most popular leagues visited online79. The league represents 50 teams and sits at
the tenth step of the English football league system.80

The Final Whistle…
Whilst the Premier League has become a hugely successful, globally relevant business that boasts
some of the world’s best players and facilities, the sustainability of this success is constantly being
undermined as team after team succumb to mounting debt. Cases of both protest and unity
amongst supporters ultimately reflect the loyalty of fans to their club, who merely seek the ability to
support an affordable, relevant team driven by passion rather than money.
There are many further examples from within and beyond the UK that
demonstrate that a return to these values can have significant impacts
upon increasing competitiveness and local identity, creating
sustainable wealth distribution and effectively involving fans in the
running of their club. These positive changes can begin to be actioned
through sound management, which ultimately leads to the stakeholder
presence of supporters and channels investment into homegrown
talent and community improvement.
These not-for-profit methods of management reflect how clubs were originally run; making a return
to the true values of the sport within people’s lives and removing the risk of relying upon globalised
finance. By relocalising financial structures and partnering with local institutions and organisations
the game can retain and enhance its ‘glocal’ appeal, channelling international interest into
supporting locally viable and stable clubs that remain grounded in the passion of the sport. Whilst it
would be unrealistic and greatly detrimental to propose that football should cut off all global ties,
global ambitions need to be grounded in sustainable, local ones in order to be successful. The
German Bundesliga demonstrates that this balance is not only possible but can be hugely
successful, allowing globally successful and pass subsequent benefits directly to the local
supporter community.
Presently, supporter control in the UK is largely dictated through a club entering into crisis, wherein
fans are spurred to form Supporters’ Trusts to regain control. Adoption of a not-for-profit model
would allow all supporters to engage in such control from the offset and gradually return the
Premiership to an equitable, competitive league, as teams will rely more upon home-grown talent
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and fan dedication than monetary injection. This would eliminate the dilemma presently faced by
Walsall, as competitiveness will no longer be dependent upon excessive expenditure.
The restructure of corporate takeover law and the redirection of finances from marketing and
presidential salaries towards effective team organisation would also help towards a sustainable
structure. Tighter vigilance by the FA would also be beneficial, enabling owners to be advised upon
debts before plummeting into administration.
Since the financial disaster of Portsmouth grossly illuminated these issues there has in fact been a
response from the FA and UEFA. New Financial Fair play rules have recently been proposed and
will be phased in between 2012 and 2015. These new regulations could potentially provide a
sustainable new business model for the sport, permitting owners to spend only within their clubs
means and only gift money instead of loaning it. The hope is to create a healthier environment in
which clubs can pursue long-term sustainability whilst remaining competitive81.
Measures have also recently been introduced that require new owners to face a more rigorous
screening regime before purchasing a club and be able to demonstrate their funds. UEFA have
also begun to regulate the finances of individual clubs, meaning that transparency has to remain
transfers will be restricted82.
Another significant rule change has been proposed that aims to limit Premier League to sides at a
maximum of 25 players, 8 of which should be ‘locally produced’83. Previously the UEFA have tried
to introduce a 6+5 rule, in which 6 starting players on each squad must be home grown, however
was deemed illegal by the European Union because it restricts movement of labour84. The
definition of homegrown has also been disputed: as long as a player has been registered with an
FA club for three seasons prior to their 21st birthday they can be of any age or nationality. This
means that presently many Premier League squads fall into this category despite younger British
players not being fed effectively from training academies to Premiership sides85.
The rule will be brought in next season and will hope to increase
investment into home grown British talent. The Football League already
enforces a similar rule that specifies that 4 home-grown players must
be included in the 16-man starting squad.
Whilst these new regulations promise change they are greatly overdue
and only begin to pave the way for greater supporter involvement rather
than directly encouraging it. However the impact they may have upon
the mind set of owners and skewed financial structures could potentially
provide a platform allowing English football to be returned to its fans.
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In Summary…
•

The financial instability and injustice of English football has recently come under the media
spotlight.

•

Regulations being introduced by UEFA over the next few seasons are too little too late for
many teams currently struggling but are a massive step towards encouraging sustainable
practice into the future.

•

Despite this British takeover law remains a major flaw, permitting owners to accumulate
debt and encouraging the conventional financial model.

•

By relocalising financial institutions, player procurement and support networks, clubs are
better able to serve supporters and local communities as global revenue can be invested
into creating a ‘glocally’ relevant club.

•

The German Bundesliga and the individual success of Barcelona demonstrate that such
measures have a holistically beneficial approach.

•

Whilst there are some excellent examples in the UK and Ireland of management taking a
more sustainable approach and supporter involvement and takeover, Supporters Trusts
need to play a greater role within the running of all clubs.

•

Supporters in the UK should continue to press for supporter-ownership models for their own
clubs where possible, by considering their own roles as investors in what they value.
Supporters Direct should receive increased support from the government and continue to
spread the cooperative message across a variety of sports leagues.

The economic model that presently dominates football, and the social and wellbeing
impacts of this, provides a paradigm comparable to many other sectors of the UK and wider
economy.
Economic activity often operates best when ownership and investment interests are closely related
to those with a stake in the activity of the company, whether as employees or customers, and when
a diversity of enterprises operates in healthy competition. Economic policy worldwide, but
particularly within the UK, has for decades been weighted in the opposite direction, so that smaller
enterprises, such as small clubs, cannot thrive in the resulting oligopoly, and the buying and selling
of the asset has been seen as an objective in its own right. As a result, the balance of wealth and
power is increasingly held by owners, leaving customers, other local stakeholders or both,
disenfranchised, usually with severe financial implications.
Perhaps “Economics is coming home” doesn’t have quite the same ring to it, but in football, as in
manufacturing, shopping, banking and farming, we need actions at levels from grassroots to
international policy, to reconnect them to the communities in which they operate.
Anna Watson, LWM
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